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RANKS

Ranks are defined by stars, a rating going
from 1 to 5 stars at maximum, each rank 
provides a certain access to different
positions and tasks, within GDB Corp.

POSITIONS

Everyone can work his way up, whether
you go military or business it is up to you
careers are the same for each kind.

Your rank is important to gain access, each
position is marked with a star ranking you
need to have to obtain this position or to
gain access to this area.

DIFFERENT POSITIONS, SAME RANK

For positions that share the same rank
assignment to the different positions
is done by the highest ranked member
or commander in hierarchy. Selection
procedure and criteria are bound to
specific rules defined by the leader and
assistants of each Corp activity field.
Speak with leads and commands to get
more info on how to enter your desired
position. 

HOW TO GAIN RANKS

Gaining ranks is simple, contribute to the
community goals and events, share some 
time with us and you will automatically 
be rewarded stars. However there is no time 
counting perce, leader councils will be held
periodically to evaluate advancements.
In general, the higher a rank the more time
it will take a council to be held. For more 
details please speak with the leads and 
commands.   
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YOUR FIRST STAR - VOLUNTEER & RECRUIT

To gain your first star, you probably already joined us on gdb.lu/gdbcorp or our discord,
if not, if you are interested please visit our website. Now you have joined, welcome aboard,
our HR dpt. will contact you for your first meet up, until then feel free to use our chats.
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